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CHAPTER 1  

SURVEY OF HOCKEY'S SKILLS  
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Outline of Checking Skills  
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Technical Delimitation - Stick Skills  

Stickhandling: 	Puckcarrier skates over the ice surface unattack- 
Puckhandling 	ed by the opposition. 

Puck manipulation: 	Puckcarrier skates over the ice surface attacked 
by the opposition, and by handling the puck 
with: 

-Fakes (feints) 
-Dribbling 
-Direction changes 

or combinations of these to get the opposition 
insecure (doubtful) and to be able to • pass them. 

Fakes (feints): 	The puckcarrier makes certain movements with: 

-Stick 
-Body 
-Skates 

in order to dupe (fool) the opponent to expose 
himself. 

Dribbling) 	Dribbling and fakes (feints) have great similar- 
ities but with dribbling you often go in closer 
on the defending player and attempt through 
a good stick technique (skill) get the puck 
under the stick or between the legs, etc. of 
the defending player. 

Direction changes  
with the puck: 	The puckcarrier makes unexpected direction 

changes in order to get the opponent off bal-
ance or to create a greater play area (space). 



CHAPTER 2  

PUCKHANDLING (STICKHANDLING)  

GZista Blomqvist 
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Different Categories of Player  

In today's modern hockey you can divide the "play" in two great elements: 

* defensively 

* offensively 

On the offensive side, when our team has the puck in its possession, 
we can "classify" the players into two groups, either they are: 

• puckcarrier-so called "challenger" 

or 

* puck supplier-so called "play-maker" (looking for open man) 

If you should characterize these two groups then you may briefly 
sum up the puckcarriers with that they: readily will challenge ,for 
example an opposing defenseman, are a little "cooler" than the puck-
suppliers, and readily will dribble as soon as they get the puck, 
sometimes perhaps too much. 

The right medicine for these players: talk with them and ask these 
players to pass the puck more, but, and this is important, don't 
take away this challenging in these players. Try instead to develop 
them as individuals-but not egotists. 

The puck supplier or the so called "play-maker" will readily as soon 
as they get the puck pass it to a teammate. This may be due to poor 
self-confidence--you simply don't dare to challenge the opponent, 
afraid to be unsuccessful. It doesn't have to be poor self-confidence 
that means that they are "searchers" but it may simply be that they 
place "the team ahead of themselves",before their own interests. 

The right medicine for these players: practice speed, changes of 
direction and feints (fakes). Try to talk about "the searcher" read-
ily making a feint (fake), an extra dribble in games-and even fail 
( to be unsuccessful). 

May briefly mention that we also have defensively two kinds of players: 

* attacker-so called "chaser" 

or 

* waiter (wait and see) 

These two categories of player we will not go in any deeper, since 
this chapter deals with puck carrying and stickhandling. 
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Outline of Stickhandling Skills  
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Stickhandling's Main Elements and Break-down of the Elements  

A) You may divide stickhandling into two main elements, either you 
carry the puck side-to-side with so called navel grip,-the stick 
right out in front of the navel in front of the body. 

B) or forward-backward with hip grip-the stick at the side of thebody. 
It is alright to carry on both sides of the body,usual and unusual 
side. 

• 

Break-down of the Elements  

A) Stickhandling with one hand-navel grip. 

It means that the player carries the puck out in front with one hand. 
This element is used only in puckcarrying across open areas, or when 
the puckcarrier tries to break into the rink or hold off the opponent 
with the other arm in order to protect the puck-eventually scooting. 

You may change hands so you can carry the puck with the backhand-and 
forehand side of the blade. 



Unusual Grip 
Hip Grip (left shot) 

tvic 

I 
/tie 	_IS _1 

Hip grip unusual 
side 

Hip grip regular side 
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B) Stickhandling diagonally-navel/hip-usual/unusual side 

Regular side 
Navel grip 

Unusual side 
Navel grip 

Regular side 
Hip grip 

C) Stickhandling in "figure-eight"-hip/navel/hip/navel 

The player carries the puck in an imaginary fiure-eight on the 
ice. While moving the puck you vary between hip,-and navel grip. 

Navel grip on unusual side 
	

Navel grip regular side 

(Righthand shot) 



Fig. 1 	Puck lifting 
Side-to-side 
Navel grip. 
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D) Puck lifting-navel grip 

Puck lifting means that you carry the puck with the navel grip, 
side-to-side. From forehand side to the backhand side slide (glide) 
the puck on the ice, but from the backhand side to the forehand side 
you lift the puck above and back. It of course is even alright to 
to lift from forehand to the backhand side but this requires a 
quick sideward movement (motion) after "the lift" and a good feel 
for the puck. 

E) Stickhandling "behind" the body-hip grip 

This technique includes all stickhandling behind the "body-line". 
Most often in stickhandling behind the body you put the puck be- 

tween your legs and make a subsequent pivot clockwise or counter-clock-
wise. 

You may also make a draw behind the "body-line" and then pass the 
puck forward from behind between your legs. 
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Special Puckhandling Elements  

In learning the different puckhandling patterns you should consider 
some details, these are: 

* The player should not have a tight grip around the stick, since 
he must be able to shorten and lengthen the stick by the upper hand's 
elbow being moved up and down, and consequently the lower hand will 
"slide" smoothly over the stick. The player thus learns also to be 
able to carry and dribble with the puck close to and away from the 
body. 

High carriage of the elbow 
Shortening of stick length 

Low carriage of the elbow 
Extension of stick length 1\:?S‘ 

i7/  
210. 

High carriage of lower hand 
Extension of stick length 

Low carriage of lower hand 
Shortening of stick length 

Shortening = Stickblade near the body 

Extension = Stickblade away from body 

* Through the extension principle get the puck to rotate/spin on 
stickhandling side-to-side, navel grip. 

* The grip of the fingers: In order to increase flexibility in the wrists 
on stickhandling you should instead of"gripping" the stick tight with 
the hands and consequently "locking" the wrists, you hold the stick 

further out in the hand- with the ends of the fingers-and then put the 
thumb along side the small part of the shaft. 
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Protecting (Covering) the Puck 

When you protect (cover) the puck you may use both the body and the 
stick. The stick maybe held with one hand and the opponent is held 
off with the other arm. 

If the opponent gets close enough the player's knee and whole body 
may help to block the way to the puck. The stickblade may be turned 
over the puck and make it more difficult for the opponent to get hold 
of it. 

In play along the boards the puck can be held between the skates and 
is moved forward by kicking it carefully between them. 

If you hold the opponent off with an arm and carry the puck with the 
other then it is customary that you use the scooting skating technique 
at the same time. 
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Split-vision  

Split-vision briefly means the ability to be able to see several 
things simultaneously-in this case both other players and the puck. 

If a player looks down at the puck with his direct vision (detail 
vision) then he will not be able to see the other players' movements. 
Therefore the player must always have •a "high" direct vision ,conditions 
for good split-vision are: 

* A good puckcarrier. Being able "to feel" the puck on the stick-
blade without looking at it. 

* A long enough stick, so the player can easily see the puck with 
his indirect vision. 



Iris 

Lens 

Pupil 

Fig. 1 The eye-Split-vision 
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Cornea 

Direct vision 
See other 
Players 

Indirect 
vision : 

See stick and 
puck 

Special elements-Split-vision  

On 1-on-1 situations and the like, when you challenge some opponent 
then it is awfully important that you attempt to look beyond one's 
adversary and not at him,because then you will skate at the opponent, 
instead of "around" him. On the other hand just as in passing and 
shooting moments you should shrink the field of vision by looking at 
your teammate's stickblade or at the goal shot- at the net in the gaps. ' 

This you do only one tenth of a second in order to not be caught 
off-guard by the opponent. 

Quotations: 

Kent Nilsson: "I look past the opponent". 

Michel Platini, soccer player: "I see everything". 



CHAPTER 3  

FAKES (FEINTS)  

. foto: Gdsta Blomqvist 
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Teaching Fakes (Feints)  

In order that on the whole the players cope with practicing fakes, 
they must have a good foundation to stand on, i.e. good stickhandling, 
and in order to be able to control the "stick and puck" the players 
must skate very well (perfectly). 

Teaching methods: 

1. Theory with video and pictures. 

2. Individual mental rehearsal,and analysis from the coach. 

3. On the ice, slowly go through it without opposition (resistance). 

4. Easy execution, some opposition (resistance). 

5. Faster execution, little resistance. 

6. Faster execution, greater resistance (pressure,stress). 

7. Is carried out (performed) as prerequisite during play in connec-
tion with practice. For example fakes: The players must fake (dupe) 
three opponents before they can pass the puck. 

8. Is carried out as prerequisite in games (Test). 	Back to "1". 

It is important to think about in the practice of fakes (feints): 

* Determination of distance--not too close to the opponent. 

* Change of pace on own fakes. 

* Rhythm and tempo on the fakes, not too fast/not too slow. 

Faking Techniques  

In contrast to the expression puckhandling or "handling" which we 
do when we carry the puck and are not attacked (threatened), we talk 
about manipulating which means to deceive, dribble away from, etc.. 
By working with continual and unrhythmical wrist movements (motions), 
the opponent is confused (deceived). The latter cannot read the 
puckhandler's intentions and is confused because he cannot stare at 
the puck, which means that he can't judge the distance and intent. 
Puck manipulation should also be practiced in connection with body 
illusion, which is a more appropriate word for fakes (feints). 
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Fakes are performed with skates, body and stick. Pick out the fakes 
which are especially important for defensemen, centermen and wingers. 
Defensemen make "collecting fakes" by the boards, delay fakes, passing 
and shooting fakes. The centermen make fakes in open areas, delay 
fakes and"pretend-passing fakes". Wingers particularly must fake 
out of the corner, skate around the goal and be able to fake a de-
fenseman in a one-on-one situation. 

You may divide up the fakes into 7 large groups which then are broken 
down into specific (individual) fakes: 

* Stick fakes 

* Shooting fakes 

* Passing fakes 

* Delay (hesitation) fakes 

* Finesse fakes 

* Skate fakes 

* Body fakes 

Stick Fakes  

Single fake  

Single and double fakes are combined fakes between the body and stick. 
The single fake has the rhythm: 1-2, and is divided up according to 
the following: 

.... 
If...„.._ "%---,1 ..------ FL----..-.. 

, 
1 ----rz 	cr, 

   

Right-Left 	Left-Right 	Back-Front 	Front-Back 
1-2 	1-2 	1-2 	1-2 

Navel grip/ 	Navel grip/ 	Hip grip/ 	Hip grip/ 
laterally 	laterally 	depth 	depth 



(41 
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Double Fake  

This fake has the 1-2-1 rhythm and is divided up according to the 
following: 

Right-Left-Right Left-Right-Left Front-Back-Front Back-Front-Back 

1-2-1 	1-2-1 	1-2-1 	1-2-1 
Navel grip/ 	Navel grip/ 	Hip grip/ 	Hip grip/ 
laterally 	laterally 	depth 	depth 

The "dragging" in the fakes can vary in length and tempo, thus 
be rhythmical or particularly unrhythmical! 

Stick curl around the puck  

This fake is really a combined fake with the body and the stick. 
The stick is moved over or one time around the puck. The body is 
bent over laterally (sidewards) and goes with it, in order to then 
lean back when you have gotten the opponent in the wrong direction. 
A change of pace (increase of speed) just in this phase makes the 
fake much more effective. 



Fig. I 	Slap shot fake 
The area in the offensive 
zone where the slap shot 
fakes most often occur. 
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Shooting Fakes  

There are 5 different shooting fakes, these are: 

* Slap shot fake-forehand 

* One-time (direct) shot-forehand and backhand 

* Snap shot fake-forehand and backhand 

* Flip shot fake-forehand and backhand 

* Sweep shot fake-forehand and backhand 

Slap shot fake  

The slap shot fakes are the most utilized fakes of the shooting fakes. 
It is carried out most often by defensemen in stationary play in the 
offensive zone. In order to get additional space to play on, for 
example on the power play, then it is awfully effective with this shot 
fake in order to "get the opponent down" to cover (block) the shot 
and then go around him or pass to a teammate. 

One-time (direct) shot fakes  

One-time (direct) shot fake's technique: The player raises the stick-
exaggerates the movement-and "pretends" to shoot directly on a pass, 
but instead receives the puck and makes another action. 
This fake can be awfully effective if you make use of the right spot in 
the offensive zone, most often in the slot with preceeding parallel 
passes which means that the goalie and defending players must move 
laterally. 

Fig. 1 One-time (direct) shot fake 
in the slot, and following a pass. 



reTh 	0  

• 

Snap shot fake  -25-- 

   

The snap shot fake is most often used by forwards in the slot: 

* In order to attempt to get the opponent down on his knees to block 
the shot. 

* In order to get the opponent to make a lunge with his stick in an 
attempt to poke check the puck away-then it is easier to "go past" 
this opponent. 

This fake we can develop and use more than what we do today! 

An example on the power play in order to get a good shooting opportunity 
in the slot. 

Fig. I Snap shot fake 
with a subsequent snap 
(quick) pass. 
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Another good situation to use a "compromise" between a snap shot 
fake and a slap shot fake is on a 1-on-1 situation when the opponent 
skates backward. Either the defenseman "lifts up" a little in fear 
or he tries to poke check the puck away with his stick, and then 
you get the one tenth of a second you need to go around him. 
It is important that the puckcarrier is skating at full speed. 

Fig. 4 

Flip shot fake  

The flip shot fake is used both on the forehand and backhand side. 
this fake is used nearly 100% of the time in front of the opponent's 
goal in order to get the goalie to make a mistake. The player who 
executes the fake has the stick close by and makes a real effort, 
angles the blade backward and pretends lifting the puck up to the 
top of the netting of the goal cage. The goalie who perhaps "has 
moped" after a parallel pass in front of the goal, then gets up on 
the upper leg in order to make the save whereupon you may score a 
goal between his legs. 
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Sweep shot fakes  

Sweep shot fakes are used almost exclusively in the offensive zone-
in the slot-below we see an example. 

Fig. 1 

*= Sweep shot fake, 
in order to get into 
the center of the "slot", 
or shooting area. 

But different shooting fakes may also be used for defensive purposes, 
in order to get more time when you are pressed back in the defensive 
zone, for example. 

Fig. 2 

*. Shooting fake with 
subsequent turn. 
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Passing Fakes  

A fake is a difficult movement which requires: 

* Good puckhandling and impeccable skating. 

* Good coordination by the players. 

* High split-vision 

* The ability to always be able to and through all games have the 
power to "think out" which fakes you should use, and how you should 
carry them out. 

The purpose with a fake is to fool (dupe) the opponent to expose (uncover 
himself-the opponent believes that he can recover the puck. The 
puckcarrier may then after the fake smoothly get past his adversary. 

A branch within the fakes is the division of the passing fakes, these 
are divided up in four "off-shoots": 

* Sweep pass fake-forehand and backhand 

* One-touch (direct) passing fake-forehand 

* Slap shot passing fake-forehand 

* Snap passing fake-forehand and backhand 

Sweep passing fake  

The basic method of passing is the sweep pass. The pass is the first 
of the passes youth players should learn. The sweep pass fake thus 
is the first passing fake which they should learn. 

There are three ways to execute this passing fake: 

* The player moves the stick round the puck and fakes passing. 

* The player moves the stick over the puck and "makes a quick movement 
with his hands" with the stick in a "feigned pass". 

* The player moves the puck backward-the stick blade turns over the 
puck-the puck is then moved forward and rotated from heel to toe, 
but instead of passing the puck off the player stops in the middle 
of the action and does something else. The fake is performed on 
both the forehand and backhand side. 

One-touch (direct) passing fake  

This fake is only performed effectively on the forehand side. It is 
done technically according to the following: 
The player holds the stick in a firm grip and when he receives the 
puck then he feigns to bump the puck directly along by making a quick 
movement of the hands with the stick and upperbody. The opponent 
swings by or makes some other incorrect action which opens the way for 
the puckcarrier. This fake we may call a checking (in-fighting) fake 
since we perform it near an opponent. 
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Slap shot passing fake  

This Enke Ls not a "checking (in-fighling)" fakv,  !;incr i 	ea!:y 
to knock the puck away from the pnckcnrrier. The Enke f:in bp 1121ed 
in order to obtain great team division with the Opposi(ion to move 
them in the wrong direction for example: 

*= Slap shot passing fake 
with follow-up pass. 

This fake is technically done according to the following: 
The player raises the stick-not as high as a regular slap shot-feigns 
slap shot pass but stopswith the stick blade right at the puck and 
does (makes) another action. The fake is only executed on the 
forehand side. 

Snap pass fake  

The snap pass is a development of the sweep pass. 'The snap pass 
means a shorter premise (foundation) and a "faster" pass than the 
"sweep pass". The snap pass fake is technically done according to 
the following: 
The puckcarrier brings the stick blade back and makes a powerful and 
exaggerated snap of the wrists 1 dm. behind-the puckcarrier also looks 
in the direction of his passing fakes. 

The difference between the passing fake and the delayed pass is that 
in "delaying" the player stops his action a few tenths of a second in 
order to then pass. After a passing fake then the pnckcnrrier makes 
the action anyhow. 



Delaying Fakes  
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Delayed Passing  

It is important for a successful passing play that the players are 
individually skillful at the technique of passing, and especially 
the speed and rhythm of the pass itself. 
In order to be able to attack quickly and smartly, and keep the puck 
within the team the players must also be able to make a "delayed pass". 
This means that the puckcarrier in a situation against an opponent 
"holds on" to the puck an extra tenth of a second,in order that the 
"checking" opponent will expect a pass at an earlier stage (phase) 
and swing by! 
Then a head-man pass is made directly. This is important for a modern 
top (elite) player to individually manage (handle), in order to be 
able to create new passing lanes and passing opennings. 

Fig. 1 and 2 Example of passing lanes (opennings): 
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Player A should make a pass to teammate B, between opponents D and C. 
The area between the opponents is a passing lane. These passing lanes 
become fewer and fewer the older the players are. Therefore there are 
high demands placed on the players that the puckcarrier (passer) and 
the receiver are on the same "wave-lengths". Further development of 
this is that the passer (puckcarrier) memorizes the passing lanes before 
he gets the puck. Then if the "lane" should be closed when he gets the 
puck the player can use the delay pass in order to create new lanes. 
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Delayed shot  

This technique is used most often by defensemen at the offensive blue 
line. The puckcarrier raises his stick in the air in order to shoot 
a shot but sees an opponent skating toward him, then the puckcarrier 
may use the delayed shot, he stops a few tenths of a second in the 
wind-up phase of the shot, the opponent swings by in "fear" of the 
shot and the way is open for the shot. 

Finesse Fakes  

Why this part is called finesse fakes is because these fakes are a 
little "rare" or seldom used. 

Drag fake  

This fake is a little spectacular. The drag fake is technically done 
according to the following: 
The puckcarrier has the puck as far back on the forehand hip side as 
possible. The puckcarrier skates side by side with the opponent. 
The puckcarrier "using quick hands" along with the body as he makes 
a "drag" (pull) past the opponent who perhaps poke checks with the 
stick or makes an attempted check (in-fighting). The puckcarrier 
doesn't draw the puck past but makes a pass behind the back of the 
opponent 

a  IL 
*.drag fake-pretend to draw the puck past 

the checking player-pass puck to teammate 

Pass to one's own skates  

The puckcarrier skates side-by-side with an opponent. The puckcarrier 
drops the puck to his own skates-the opponent thinks that the puck-
carrier has lost the puck and stops-whereupon the puckcarrier pushes 
the puck forward with the skate and continues. It is important to 
remember that the puckcarrier drops the puck to the skate which is 
furthest from the opponent, because otherwise it is easy to poke 
check the puck away. This fake is a pass to one's own skate-the I, 
since you kick the puck like the letter I. 

The V. The path of the puck in this fake is a lying V, <or> 
The puckcarrier draws the puck back as far as possible on the forehand 
hip side, from there he passes the puck from behind between his own 
legs and kicks the puck with the opposite skate diagonally forward 
to the stick which now is in the navel grip. 

V - CT 

Spin move  

The puckcarrier has the opponent on his back as the puckcarrier turns 
away with his back toward him. 
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Skate Fakes  

There are 3 kinds of skate fakes, these are: 

* Single (one) skate turn 

Change of pace 

Stop fake 

Other "skating fakes" in direction changes are also used in order 
to "trick" (dupe) the opponent-as an example crossing over ,running 
steps, nnd others. 

Single (one) skate turn  

Single (one) skate turn means that the puckcarrier places one skate 
on the tip of the heel and angles it outward about 85-90". The 
opponent then believes that the puckcarrier will go in that direction, 

.whereupon the puckcarrier goes in the other direction. 	Fake right, 
go left. Fake left,go right 

Change of pace (tempo change)  

Unexpected speed changes-varying speed and skating slowl -are often 
effective fakes. In order to manage this good explosive trength 
and timing are required of the puckcarrier. 

Stopping fakes  

The stoppong fake is technLcalLy done according to the following: 
The puckcarrier skates forward with the puck, often along the boards 
with an opponent on the inside. The puckcarrier makes a short lifting 
up (rising up) motion in order to then quickly go down deep and pretend 
to press into a stop but continues. The opponent then stops in the - 
belief that the puckcarrier will stop. 

Another form of skate fake is that the puckcarrier while skating 
forward quickly -pivots to backward and just as quickly pivots directly 
to forward skating. This gets the opponent to stop (stand still). 
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Body Fakes  

There are six different body fakes, these are: 

* Upper-body leaning sidewards (laterally), single and double 

* Shoulder turn-"shoulder drop" 

* Head turns 

* Eyes-"sneaky look" 

* "Weaving"-rhythmical and unrhythmical 

* Qollecting fakes at the boards 

There are also body fakes which are combined fakes-for example with 
different stick fakes. 

Upper-body leaning sideways  

This body fake maybe performed as single or double and it is dependent 
on the heading how this body fake is performed is technically viewed. 
You lean the upper-body sideways and "pretend" to go in one direction. 
The opponent then moves his center-of-gravity incorrectly,whereupon 
you go in the other direction. 

Single: 	Fake right-go left 
Fake left-go right 

Double: 	Fake right-left-go right 
Fake left-right-go left 

These fakes are executes principally against backward skating opponents, 
or also when you encounter an opponent directly in front skating 
for you. 

Shouldet turn "shoulder drop"  

There are two kinds of "shoulder fakes": shoulder turns and "shoulder 
drops". 

Shoulder turns mean that the puckcarrier turns the upper parts-the 
shoulders- of the body but continues to skate in the same skating 
direction, the opponent sees the shoulder turns and believes that the 
puckcarrier will swing or pass the puck-whereupon he turns (swings) 
off and you may continue straight ahead. This is performed when you 
meet an opponent directly in front skating toward you. 
Turn left-skate right 
Turn right-skate left 
"Shoulder drop" means that the puckcarrier drops one shoulder down 
which gets the opponent to believe that the puckcarrier will go in 
that direction. 
Drop right shoulder down-skate left 
Drop left shoulder down-skate right 

Head turns  

This technique is performed just like the shoulder turns. The oppon-
ent believes that you will pass the puck when the puckcarrier turns 
his head and looks at a teammate. 

The Eyes "sneaky look"  

This fake is performed when the puckcarrier lets his eyes "look" 
sideways so that the opponent is misled and cannot "understand" the 
puckcarrier's intention. 
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Weaving 

Weaving is a longer form of upper-body leaning sideways. You lean 
the upper-body up to 7-8 times instead of one or two times. It can 
be performed rhythmically side-to-side or unrhythmically in which 
short, long, slow and quick leans are varied. 

Collecting fakes at the boards  

This fake is carried out at the boards and in the corner. The fake 
is executed when you collect (pick up) the puck at the boards, in 
order to escape the situation with the puck and without being checked. 
there are many different variations and you may use many of the fakes 
we have already gone through. One of the most frequently used is 
performed technically according to the following: The player skates 
toward the puck lying by the boards with an opponent in back-at full 
speed he skates toward the boards, puts on the brakes and pivots to 
backward at the same time as he picks up the puck and skates cross-
over steps backward out of the situation, turns out toward the rink. 
The puckcarrier may also fake to the left with his back to the rink, 
and at the same time he turns out toward the rink and slaps the puck 
behind his back to the right. 
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Fakes Without The Puck  

There are two different fakes without the puck, these are: 

* Recovering (capturing) fakes or "lock fakes" 

* Release (the puck) fakes 

Recovering (capturing the puck) fakes  

These fakes mean that you try to get the opponent to make a mistake, 
you entice them into doing what you want them to do. 
For example, in order to get the opponent to pass you wiLl when you 
"check" the opponent turn the stick to the right side in order to 
get him to pass to the left. 
In addition you can when chasing an opponent toward the endboards 
"tap" him on the left side with your stick and then you know that he 
will go to the right side and then you can check him or get the puck, 
we may call this "in—fighting (checking) duping" from the rear. 

Release (give—up) fakes  

In this fake you pretend to receive a pass,but just as you are about 
to receive the puck you lift the stick and release the puck to a 
teammate. (You allow the puck to go past to a teammate without 
stopping the puck). This fake you use in order to draw coverage 
to yourself and give a little "breathing room" to your teammate. 

  

 

• 

0 

*. Release fake 
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Tactics of Fakes  

Tactics of fakes= How we should solve different situations with which 
fakes. First you may divide the situations up into two parts: 

* In a situation against one or more opponents. 

* In a situation against the opponents' goalie. 

In situations against the opponents' forwards and defensemen we should 
be able to select fakes according to the opponents' position, speed,etc.. 

c6: 

Against 
pinching 
opponent 

Against back-
ward skating 
opponent 

Against op-
ponent stand-
ing still 

Against chasing 
opponent 

As the puckcarrier you have two things to select from in one-on-one 
situations,either to "go in" and challenge the opponent and force 
him to make a mistake. 
Or to lure (entice) the opponent and when he makes a lunge to attempt 
to break up the play or check, dupe (trick) him and go around him. 



CHAPTER 4  

DRIBBLING  

Iota: Costa Blomqvist 
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Important Factors For A Clever Dribbler (Stickhandler)  

Clever dribblers have their personal and well—drilled qualities 
which other players don't have. 	These are summarized below in the 
pictures: 

A) High elbow carriage 
better—fast movements. 

you can use Lite wrists 



B) Well-trained physical players. Manage to break through,with strength 
dribbling and tight (close) break-ins. 

C) Goal sense beyond the ordinary. 
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D) Courage,to dare to make fakes and dribbling which the opponent 
doesn't expect. 
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E) Smartness and good skating in the form oft quick changes of direction. 
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.ttsfir, 

F) High split—vision with and without the puck. These players aren't 
born with it but they must practice this a lot. 
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; S 

_ 0 The player must be able to move the lower hand up and down the 
whole time without a problem. The hand should "glide" over the 
stick. 
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H) "Going strong". 	Be able to both give and take banging (cracks). 
Dribblers have to always experience "tough grabs (holds)" and 
must go unaffected from the situation because even solid players 
have perhaps received harsh treatment. 

These factors are fundamental (basic) in order to then he able to 
use these practiced fakes and dribbling in games. 
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Outline Of Dribbling Skills  
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Dribbling  

There are six different forms of dribbling, these are: 

* Board dribble 

* Lift dribble 

* Tight (close) dribble by 

* Power dribble 

* Strength dribble 

* Tight dribbling followed by pass 
shot --Release dribble 

Board dribbling  

If the players learn this form of dribbling they will be able to 
avoid getting caught on the boards when they are checked. This dribble 
is done technically according to the following: 
The player carries the puck along the boards and sees that an 
opponent is going to "force" him into the boards-just before the 
check is put on you turn sharply toward the boards-not in toward the 
rink-and then continue in the opposite skating direction. 

Fig. I 	Board dribbling 
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Lift dribbling  

The fundamentals of lift dribbling are the same as puck lifting 
side-to-side. There are two lift dribbles; single and double. The 
single is technically performed according to the following: The 
puckcarrier seeks out the opposing player,. the puckcarrier makes a 
"dragging (pulling)" out on the backhand side-the opponent moves in 
this direction and gets caught off-balance,then the puckcarrier lifts 
the puck from the backhand over the opponent's stick blade and "goes 
past" on the forehand side. 
The double is technically similar to the single, up to the puck is 
in the air-then you slap the puck down again on the forehand volley 
between the opponent's stick and skate or between the skates. This 
dribble is only performed.when the opponent skates backward. 

Tight (close) dribbling by  

This dribbling is executed awfully close to the opponent, often you 
dribble the puck under the opponent's stick or between his legs on 
this. This requires quick puckhandling and skating. There are also 
different "pull-ins" which are tight dribbling by,for example: 

The puck is first carried out a bit on the forehand side in order 
to then "pull in" toward the body and over on the backhand side. 
It of course also works while being performed from the backhand 
side to the forehand side, which can be simpler. 

Strength dribbling  

Strength dribbling means that the puckcarrier holds his stick very 
tight when he dribbles. This in order to "endure" the slashes from 
the opponent on the stick while you are carrying the puck. 

Power dribbling  

Power dribbling relies a great deal on the strength of the individual 
player. The difference between strength dribbling and power dribbllug 
is that in power dribbling you "break past", get away before you are 
dhecked, undisturbed and get past the slashing and hooking from the 
sticks. 
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Tight (close) dribbling  

This technique is pretty much the same as the tight (close) dribble 
by but the difference is that in this tight (close) dribble the puck-
carrier never goes past his adversary. The puckcarrier dribbles 
close to the opponent but instead of carrying past then he passes 
the puck or shoots it past the defensder's leg. 

Release dribbling  

This fake is a combination of a delay fake and a tight (close) dribble 
by. The puckcarrier should go past an opponent who poke checks the 
stick of the puckcarrier. In this situation the puckcarrier should 
lift his own stick so that the puck glides (slides) freely. The 
opponent's slaps (blows) then strike the stick of the puckcarrier 
or only slap the "gap in the air". 



CHAPTER 5  

DIRECTION CHANCES WfTH THE PUCK  
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Outline of Direction Changes Skills  
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Changes of Direction's Special Elements  

There are 9 different change of direction techniques, these are: 

* Sharp (sudden) swing off (turn) 

* Cross-over steps/running steps 

* Sharp inner edge swing (turn) 

* Sharp outer edge swing (turn) 

• Sudden stop 

* Breaking-in 

* Heel swing (turn) 

* Crossing-over 

* Combination of breaking-in + strength dribbling 	tight break-in 

There are also combined fakes where the change of direction includes, 
for example different stick fakes. 

Sharp swing by (turn off)  

This swing (turn) also will in certain contexts • be called the "Russian 
swing (turn)". The puckcarrier often comes at first into the offensive 
zone and is then perhaps forced out toward the sideboards, the puck-
carrier then makes a sharp turn (swing) out toward the boards again. 
• There are many advantages with this. For example, the opponent who 
forces you out "goes past (disappears)". The puckcarrier can quick- 
• ly make a pass to a late arriving forward who then has an open route 
when the opponent "disappeared (went by)". 

This swing (turn) of course maybe used in other places on the rink. 

Cross-over Steps/Running Steps  

The running step technique is carried out technically according to 
the following: 
The puckcarrier makes running cross-over steps to the right or left 
in order to then when the opponent believes that he will pass on one 
side and then move the body to the other side without skating any 
extra strides and then go in the other direction with running steps 
and go past . Very good skating technique is required by the puck-
carrier. 
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Inner Edge Turn (swing)  

Inner and outer edge turns (swings) are one of the most common change 
of direction in the offensive zone. The inner edge turn (swing) is 
performed technically according to the following: 
The puckcarrier skated forward and meets one or more opponents-often 
at the offensive blue line. If you are a left shot then it is easiest 
to insert-the right skate on the inner edge and cut sharply to the 
left. Right hand shooters insert the inner edge of the opposite skate 
(left skate). This technique is used most often in breaking into the 
offensive zone. 

Inner edge cut (swing) 

Outer Edge Swing (turn,cut)  

The outer edge swing is carried out technically according to the 
following: 
When the puckcarrier meets the opponents then he inserts the outer 
edge on the left skate if he is a left shot and cuts (turns) left. 
If the puckcarrier is a right shot it is easiest to insert the outer 
edge of the right skate and cut (swing) right sharply. On the insertion 
of the skate the puckcarrier angles the skate out about 70°, and puts 
it in about 1-2 dm. in front of the gliding skate 

-700 

The skate blades insertion on 
the outer edge cut (swing). On 
this insertion the player will 
cut (swing) right. 
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Outer- and inner edge turns (cuts,swings) are used in order to create 
new playing area (space), and in order to create chances on goal by 
"cutting into" the opponent's break-out pocket- then the inner edge 
cut (swing) is used. Stickhandling: On the swings (cuts) you should 
try to cover the puck with the stick blade against eventual stick 
checking or slashing on the stick firom the opponent. 

Sudden (abrupt) Stop  

Sudden stops are an effective direction change in the offensive zone. 
•They are often used like the sharp cut (swing) up in the opponent's 
break-out pocket. Instead of swinging by (sharp cut), you then make 
a sudden stop. The opponent who skates backwards (this change of 
direction is only used against backing in opponents) continues to 
skate a few meters before he manages to react to the stop-which gives 
the puckcarrier space (room) and time to pass the puck to a teammate. 

* = The puckcarrier makes a 
sudden stop 

Cutting-in (Break-ins)  

This technique relies a great deal on the strength of the puckcarrier. 
You must have the strength to protect the puck and drive past the 
opponent. Cutting in (break-ins) often occur in the vicinity of the 
opponent's goal-you attempt to break-in for a chance on goal. 
Technically it is executed according to the following: The player 
protects the puck by holding it as far away from the opponent as 
possible- his body is between the puck and the opponent. The skating 
technique which is used is a glide turn (cut,swing), and the leg 
which is the "lead" into the swing (turn) also helps to protect the 
,puck. 

Area where the break (cut) his occur. 
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Heel Swing (cut)  

This change of direction technique should be practiced more in youth 
hockey than what is done today. 
The heel swing (cut) is technically executed according to the following: 
the puckcarrier is moving forward at a high speed whereupon he starts 
glide skating and on the direction change he lifts the front part 
of one skate and turns it outward-the heel is put on the ice-and 
swings (cuts). 
This direction change is well "camouflaged" which means that the 
opponent reacts late. 

Crossing-over  

Crossing-over is a very advanced direction change technique and 
requires a lot of skill training in order to perform it correctly. 
The technique of cross-over is practiced according to the following: 
(fake right-go left) the puckcarrier "crosses" the legs by "picking" 
the left leg up and over in a cross-over step stride to the right 
in order to then -directly without any "extra strides"- go in the 
other direction by "picking up" the right leg over the left. 

Fig. 1 The skate blades' insertion on 
the cross-over, fake right-go left. 

r • 

Tight (close) break-in  

Tight (close) break-in is a combination of breaking in and strength 
dribbling. The puckcarrier must grip the stick firmly in order to hilavelk 
the slashes and bumps (pokes), at the same time he "breaks-in and 
protects the puck. 



CHAPTER 6  

STICKHANDLING  
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Outline of Stickhandling Technique  
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Stickhandling  

The art of holding the stick properly and ready during all skating. 
High elbow and the stick swinging over the ice in a two-handed grip. 
This requires flexibility in the shoulders and hips. The stick should 
always be prepared with the blade perpendicular to the passer as he 
skates. 

It is important that the stick has the correct length, lie and hook. 

Often the defensemen on the team are much poorer at stickhandling 
and- puckhandling therefore they should practice extra at this: 

* In the warm-up 

* Outside (off) the ice 

* In physical training 

The hockey stick is thus carried without the puck: along the ice, 
above the ice, with high or low elbows. The grip on the stick while 
stickhandling with one or two hands. On the two-hand grip the dis-
tance between the hands maybe varied between wide and narrow- and 
variations in between. The stickhandler may also vary the conveyance 
between hip and navel grip. 



CHAPTER 7 

THE MATERIAL 
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Shaping The Hockey Stick  

After having "researched" a little about the influence of the stick's 
length on the hockey player, the results showed that we with our 
youth, and younger players must increase the length of the shaft. 

Why?  

The reasons for a longer stick are important for a modern hockey 
player, and these are: 

* The player has the puck further out in front of the body and 
consequently has a better split-vision. 

* Greater movement area on fakes and dribbling. 

* Greater scope (range) on different kinds of breaks (checks). 

* Easier to handle passes, forehand and backhand on the proper 
support leg. 

* Greater elasticity in the stick for different shots. 

* Easier to handle a technically correct side-to-side stickhandling. 

How Long?  

If you measure according to the "old" method, which you can read about 
in many instructional books, then you should cut off the stick where 
the glove holds it when you stand with skates on and the blade is flat 
on the ice. This means that the player has a stick that is too short!! 
If you add on about 4-5 cm. for 6-11 year olds the stick is just right. 
At approximately 12 years of age and upward you can increase it to 
about 6-7 cm. extra. It doesn't depend only on age but you must take 
into consideration the height. It is important. Another measurement 
maybe to cut off the stick between the chin and the mouth without  
skates on. If you cut the stick off according to this method then the 
stick's lie is incorrect for youth sticks. Therefore we must file 
down the heel of the blade a little, this is taken up in the part: 
shaping the blade. 
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Shaping of the Blade  

If we give our hockey players (guys) a longer stick, then you notice 
that the stick blade of the younger players' sticks points upward, it 
is too high a lie (angle). 
Since most sticks are intended for junior and senior players at lie 6, 
then we must in order to have long sticks, file down the heel of the 
blade. 
It means that you draw out (mark) the middle of the stick blade: 

Then you draw from a few millimeters up on the heel of the blade 
a line out to the middle: 

This should thus be filed away from the stick blade. It is important 
that you have the proper "feeling" when you do this.. So that you 
don't get an absolute straight line, but round off the blade's lower 
edge and heel. 
You don't have to file down too much, since if you then should have 
the whole blade on the ice, then you let the elbows down in order to 
make up for a heel filed too much, and this is one of the fundamentals 
of dribbling that you have a high elbow carriage. 
Still a little problem arises when you have a longer stick. It is 
more difficult to dribble the puck near your own body. The stick 
blade's lower corner on the tip "goes up" and means that the puck 
will easily slip under the blade when the player "draws (pulls)" in 
the puck from the side toward the body. This problem is remedied 
perhaps simply by filing down the edge of the blade a little. 
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Shaft and Knob  

A shaft knob should be as small as possible,since a big knolls "locks" 
the wrists and hampers good stickhandling and puckhandling. We will 
not say with this that there shouldn't be any knob at all. You of 
course feel fast when you have "the end" of the shaft when you move 
the hands up and down along it, for example on a face-011. 
In addition you may on other parts of the shaft directly under the 
knob, plane and file down the shaft, so that the stick feels "comfort-
able" in the hands, but you shouldn't make it absolutely round because 
then it slides around in the hands on different shots. 
Furthermore the elbow pads and shoulder pads should be soft and pliable, 
and the hockey pants should be "fastened" with hockey suspenders in 
order to not reduce your mobility. 

Taping, 

If you make the knob of electrical tape then you should use some 
form of sticky tape on top, otherwise the "electrical tape" will 
wear holes in the gloves. In taping the stick blade you should not 
tape the whole blade because it makes the stick heavy and "awkward". 
It is important that you take a bit out of the middle. Defensemen 
however usually tape the blade a little more than forwards. 
The taping however should take place from inside the blade and out, 
since it gives a higher rotation on the puck on shots. The color 
should be black because it is reputed to "annoy" the goalies on shots. 

The Hook of the Blade  

The "hook" on the blade should not be large because it hampers good 
stickhandling, pass receiving, passing and shooting on the backhand 
side. 

Summary  

In today's modern hockey it is difficult to individually get past 
an opponent on a one-on-one situation, and it will become more dif-
ficult in the future. The players must quite simply be faster, more 
clever and smarter, and develop in the right way. This with the 
stick is an important step. 

"The muscian of course tunes his instrument. 
-Why shouldn't we tune ours?!!" 



CHAPTER 8 

PHYSICAL TRAINING FOR STICK SKILLS  

0 
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Physical Training for Stick Skills  

For physical training the author will point out other literature 
within the field, but will indicate some exercises (drills) for 
stick skills: 

* Street hockey,with: tennis balls, plastic pucks, bandy balls, golf 
balls, wooden ball the size of a ping pong ball. 

* Obstacle course of pylons, tires, wooden trestles, flip boards, 
where you dribble through with above-mentioned 
balls. 

* Dribbling with weights on the stick, around the ankles and wrists, 
and/or with weight belt around the waist. 
Other loads maybe lead pucks of different weights. 

* Dribbling with above-mentioned balls while moving on a slide-board. 
Here you may also put on the weights. 

* Dribbling with the above-mentioned balls while at the same time 
you perform other tasks (complex) such as passing a soccer ball 
with your feet, dropping the stick and passing another ball with 
your hands, performing somersaults or other drills during the 
stickhandling, dribbling and passing drills. 

* Dribbling with an expander (bunji-cord) around the waist, or on 
the stick. 

Speed: The speed in stickhandling is practiced foremost by dribbling 
rapidly with a golf ball or a wooden ball/wooden puck, since 
it is easy and rolls very quickly. 

Strength: Strength is especially trained through good planning of 
the above-mentioned load drills (weights,etc.). In add-
ition, a lot of other exercises to train strength in the 
upper-body. 

Flexibility: Flexibility for stickhandling is especially required 
in the hips, lower and upper arm muscles, and also the 
back's upper side muscles. 

Coordination: Coordination the author points out in other literature, 
but stickhandling requires good coordingtion: eye-arm-
hand. A good exercise is to teach hockey players to 
juggle with three balls. 

Endurance: Endurance,especially speed-endurance is required, to have 
the strength to dribble rapidly with the puck for a long 
time. 
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